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BRANDS, STORES KEY TO BUYING BEHAVIOR 
  Omnichannel grocers may want to target digital customers 
with their branding and promotional efforts.
  According to The Impact of Store and Brand Loyalty 
in the Omnichannel Shopper’s Journey, a new survey 
of more than 700 adult U.S. consumers from digital 
recipe network Chicory, nearly half (47%) of the survey’s 
respondents report that they have shopped both in-person 
and online for groceries in the past 60 days. The remainder 
reported shopping in-person only (42%) or online-only 
(11%) in the past 60 days, bringing the total number of 
digitally active grocery shoppers to almost 60%.
  The survey reveals that in general, brand and store loyalty 
matter more to online shoppers. Respondents who are 
online-only shoppers are 3.5 times more likely to be loyal 
to brands, with 93% having specific brands in mind when 
creating their shopping list. Online-only shoppers are also 
14.7 times more likely to be loyal to the same grocery store.
  According to respondents, the No. 1 driver of brand swaps 
is price (52%). When shoppers are considering a repeat 
purchase, price is the top consideration again (32%), 
followed by taste (21%) and nutritional health (13%).
  A significant portion of digital meal planning and shopping 
occurs off-platform, before shoppers go to 
their preferred retailer. Four in 10 (41%) 
said they plan their meals offline and online, 
while 22% said they plan exclusively online, 
bringing the total number of what Chicory 
calls “digital-savvy” meal planners to 63%.
  Of shoppers who had not visited the 
retailer’s website or app in the last 60 days, 
the majority (57%) still did their meal planning online, but 
not on the retailer’s platforms.
  An April consumer survey from Chicory reinforces the 
company’s latest findings that grocery shopping is frequently 
an omnichannel experience on the customer side. Looking 
at discovery trends, the April Chicory survey found that 
more than half (56%) of respondents discover new grocery 
products online directly through a retailer’s e-commerce 
site.
  “The omnichannel experience offers brands and retailers 
countless consumer touchpoints, 
leaving them wondering where to 
focus their efforts,” said Chicory co-
founder and CEO Yuni Sameshima. 
“According to our latest survey, the 
answer is clear. Online shoppers are 
more loyal than in-store shoppers, 
making it a priority for brands and 
retailers to reach digital shoppers 
where they know they’ll be, like meal 
planning on a recipe site. This type of 
off-platform targeting will help reach 
new buyers and increase customer 
lifetime value.”

SURVEY: ONLINE GROCERY SHOPPERS ARE MORE LOYAL 
ADVERTISER NEWS
  Kroger is using a giant, robot-powered warehouse — 
instead of opening stores — to break into Florida, a new 
market for the country’s largest supermarket operator. It 
plans to use the same strategy in the Northeast, where it 
will deliver online orders to homes and serve customers in 
New York, New Jersey and Connecticut for the first time. 
The automated sheds are a key piece of the company’s 
growth strategy and an effort to turn e-commerce into a big-
ger, more profitable business in a notoriously low-margin 
industry... Pfizer and Merck have both tested COVID-19 
treatments in pill form that each says is effective in prevent-
ing severe illness from the virus. Pfizer claims its Paxlovid 
cut the risk of hospitalization or death by 89% when given 
within three days of patients developing symptoms. Merck, 
had its pill authorized by the British government... Apple 
plans to begin ending mask wearing requirements for cus-
tomers at some of its U.S. stores. The move is expected to 
apply to around 100 of Apple’s 270 stores in the U.S. Apple 
associates will still be required to wear masks... Hanes-
Brands CEO Steve Bratspies said that 30% of the apparel 
brand’s inventory is currently in transit due to supply chain 
issues connected to the pandemic. Bratspies said that the 

company would have had about 10% of its 
inventory in transit pre-pandemic... Movie 
theater chain AMC Entertainment Hold-
ings is moving into retail with plans to open 
up to five mall-based AMC Theatres Per-
fectly Popcorn stores and kiosks in the first 
half of next year and expand to 15 by 2023. 
The company will also put its brand on pack-

aged and microwave popcorn products for sale at grocery 
and convenience stores… Dine Brands, parent company 
of IHOP and Applebee’s, is shifting back into growth mode 
at both chains after completing a multiyear review that led 
to the closure of underperforming units, the company said. 
IHOP is on track to double the number of new openings per 
year by 2023 and Applebee’s is expected to start opening 
new locations the same year… Giant Food is the latest
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AVAILS
  National Sales Manager: WMTW/WPXT in Portland, Maine 
has a unique opportunity to lead Hearst’s National Sales efforts 
in one of the most desirable media 
markets in the U.S. We are seeking a 
passionate leader with a track record 
of strong client engagement, the ability 
to work in a fast-paced environment and handle multiple 
challenges, including leading political sales efforts. We 
provide “best in class” multiplatform products, a tremendous 
work environment, talented team and excellent resources. 

CLICK HERE to apply.

See your ad here tomorrow! CLICK 
HERE for details.

THIS AND THAT
  U.S. digital ad spending will soar 
past $200 billion this year, marking 
38.3% growth from 2020, according 
to eMarketer. The research firm says 
the triopoly of Google, Facebook and 
Amazon will make up 64% of all U.S. 

digital ad spending this year, about the same share as 2020... 
Marvel Studios’ latest superhero movie Eternals topped 
the domestic weekend box office (through Sunday) with 
$71 million in estimated ticket sales — below expectations 
from $75 – $80 million, but among the Top 5 openings in 
the pandemic era. The Chloe Zhao-directed, ensemble cast 
feature surpassed $160 million in global revenue thanks to 
more than $90 million generated overseas... Twenty-nine 
percent of respondents who put their holiday gifts on a credit 
card in 2020 said they haven’t paid off those purchases from 
last year, according to a NerdWallet survey. Seventy-five 
percent said they plan to pay for this year’s gifts with their 
credit cards. Consumers anticipate charging an average of 
$620 to a credit card this year.

DISH RESPONDS, CALLS TEGNA SUIT ‘MERITLESS’
  Dish Network has responded to Tegna’s cross-complaint — 
and its response to Dish’s earlier legal action — as “meritless 
and riddled with mischaracterizations and falsehoods.”
  Satellite-TV provider Dish and Tegna are locked in a 
retransmission consent battle that has left millions of Dish 
subscribers without access to the programming on Tegna’s 
stations since Oct. 6.
  Dish filed a suit charging that Tegna was violating the 
Federal Communications Commission’s “good faith” rules 
on Oct. 18. Tegna responded Friday and filed its own suit.
  In a statement, Dish claims Tegna failed to include key 
information about its own conduct. It says Tegna chose not 
to provide a response to Dish’s economic proposal for nearly 
six weeks.
  “When Tegna did respond, it proposed rates that were 
significantly out of line with competitive marketplace 
considerations,” Dish said.
  “We are disappointed that Tegna continues to turn its back 
on its public interest obligations and refuses to engage in 
good faith retransmission consent negotiations with Dish. 
Tegna’s conduct only serves to harm consumers,” Dish said.
  In its statement, Dish said it will respond to Tegna’s answer 
and cross-complaint at the FCC in the coming weeks.

STREAMERS PUTTING THEIR NETWORKS TO USE
  Discovery+ continues to dominate all premium video 
streamers when it comes to using its own airwaves for 
promotion and advertising, Television News Daily reports.
  Through last Thursday of this year, Discovery+ has run 
420,485 national TV airings of promotional/advertising 
content, with much of it on Discovery-owned TV networks 
— $260.9 million in media value, according to iSpot.tv.
  Just $40.6 million has been paid advertising on non-owned 
Discovery channels. That’s a total of $301.5 million in media 
value/paid advertising. Discovery’s 420,485 ad/promo TV 
messages are more than the next 10 
premium streamers combined.
  Disney+ is next at $204.6 million in 
total media value/paid advertising — with 
$104.2 million in paid advertising from 
79,025 airings.
  Paramount+ is third — $115.2 million 
in media value from airings on its sister 
TV networks and $20.8 million in paid 
advertising on other networks/platforms. 
A total of $136 million in all national 
TV advertising/promotion, from 62,111 
airings.
  NBCU’s Peacock totals $49.2 million — $39.1 million 
in media value and $10.1 million in paid advertising since 
the first of the year. Overall, Peacock has had 20,730 
advertising/promotional airings.
  NBCUniversal spent more than $100 million for all 
advertising — including TV and digital media — for Peacock 
in Q3, up 181% over ad spend in the previous second-
quarter period, according to MediaRadar.

FOR RESTAURANTS, THE HITS KEEP ON COMING
  Consumers are returning to restaurants in droves, but 
continued demand for takeout is exacerbating shortages of 
items like plastic straws, coffee cups and to-go containers, 
CNBC reports.
  Snarls in the global supply chain have been rippling across 
the economy for months as the health crisis has created 
bottlenecks and other new challenges for companies. 
Integral components like semiconductors have been in 
short supply, sending shockwaves through a number of 
industries.
  For the restaurant business, supply chain challenges have 
resulted in rising food costs and shortages of key ingredients 
like chicken. And as consumers shift back to ordering from 
restaurants more often, many still aren’t eating their meals 
inside dining rooms. Off-premise restaurant orders were 
up 20% in September compared with the same time two 
years ago, according to the NPD Group. Higher demand 
for takeout containers, napkins and to-go cups are putting 
even more pressure on restaurants’ supply chains.
  “It’s more than just food. It’s paper products, it’s plastics, 
it’s just everything — the packaging for the products that 
we get,” Penn Station East Coast Subs President Craig 
Dunaway said.
  Packaging companies that manufacture takeout containers, 
straws and to-go cups for restaurants have had to deal with 
soaring costs for shipping containers, a nationwide labor 
crunch and spending more on key materials, like resin and 
paper.
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George Carlin

I’m always relieved when 
someone is delivering a eulogy 
and I realize I’m listening to it.
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DATA: CONSUMERS TO SPEND MORE, SHOP EARLY
  With the winter holiday retail season officially open, 
new data from Citi Research finds that 23% of survey 
respondents said they would spend “somewhat more” on 
winter holiday items than they did in 2020. That’s up from 
17% who said they would spend more in last year’s survey.
  The 2021 online survey of more than 2,500 U.S. 
consumers, found that individual spending would increase 
about 5% to $537 from $510. About 4% of respondents 
said they would begin shopping earlier this year than they 
did last year.

  “This is a good sign for retailers, who 
would prefer seeing early shopping 
rather than shoppers come in for last-
minute deals in late December,” analysts 
Paul Lejuez and Steven Zaccone wrote 
in a note.
  A previous report from the National 
Retail Federation found that this year’s 
holiday spending had the potential to 
shatter previous records, with sales 
during November and December 
projected to grow 8.5% to 10.5% over 

2020 to $843.4 billion to $859 billion.
  The numbers, which exclude auto dealers, gas stations 
and restaurants, compared with a previous high of 8.2% 
in 2020 to $777.3 billion and an average increase of 4.4% 
over the past five years. 

ADVERTISER NEWS
(Continued from Page 1)
retailer to receive approval for administering the COVID-19 
vaccine to children ages 5 to 11 years old. Giant Food’s 
pharmacy division is offering the Pfizer-BioNTech CO-
VID-19 vaccine approved by the Centers for Disease 
Control (CDC) and the Advisory Committee of Immu-
nization Practices (ACIP) for children ages 5 to 11. The 
company initially signed up with the Department of Health 
and Human Services to offer free COVID-19 vaccinations 
for adults in November 2020. Only select Giant pharmacies 
will offer the children’s COVID-19 vaccine... Peloton has 
halted hiring across all departments effective immediately, 
CNBC reports. The news comes after Peloton slashed its 
full-year outlook amid slowing momentum for its fitness 
products. Shares of the company plunged 35% on Friday, 
wiping off more than $9 billion off its market value.
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Individual spending for 
the 2021 holiday season 
will increase about 5% 

to $537 from $510.

APPLIANCE SHOPPERS WANT TO BUY AMERICAN
  Nearly 30% of major appliance shoppers have teens living 
in the home, so their laundry equipment gets quite a workout. 
And during the pandemic, everyone 
spent plenty of time in the kitchen 
preparing family meals.
  Whether it’s time to replace the stove 
or upgrade the washing machine, 
57% of these consumers prefer to 
buy from a small, family-owned business. In addition, they 
are 40% more likely than all consumers to pay the premium 
price attached to higher-quality products. 
And nearly 46% prefer to buy American-
made products. You can point out these 
preferences when you’re helping your 
local appliance stores develop their TV 
ads.
  Buying TV ads is a must for dealers who 
want to reach major appliance shoppers. 
Nearly 48% of these consumers have 
responded to a TV ad in the past 30 days. 
With 41% of this audience watching TV 
three to five hours a day, local dealers can 
make a big impression with the right ad campaign.
  Because 43% of major appliance shoppers believe TV is the 
medium with the most creative advertising, local dealers can 
count on expanding their reach when they connect with this 
audience. Nearly 20% of major appliance shoppers post on 
Facebook about TV shows and ads they like.
  AudienceSCAN contains all of this information and more. 
For a demo and free trial, visit AdMall.com.

U.S. ECONOMY ADDED 531,000 JOBS IN OCTOBER...
  The nation added 531,000 jobs in October, a strong month 
of growth that showed an economy gaining new momentum 
after being slowed by the coronavirus’s surge in the late 
summer, The Washington Post reports.
    The unemployment rate dropped, too, to 4.6% from 4.8%. 
It is still up from its pre-pandemic low of 3.5% in February 
2020 but down significantly from January of this year, when 
it was at 6.3%.
  The growth in October came after worrying signs from 
September, when it appeared that problems reopening 
schools and child-care centers would wreak major havoc 
on millions of households. Some economists had become 
worried that the labor market’s recovery might become too 
uneven, particularly as many workplaces remain impacted 
by closures or uncertain hours.

... AS AD EMPLOYMENT INCREASES BY 2,200 JOBS
  Employment in advertising, public relations and related 
services rose by 2,200 jobs in October, according to the U.S. 
Bureau of Labor Statistics.
  U.S. employment in the BLS classification of advertising, 
public relations and related services increased to 453,100 
jobs in October. The ad business banked its ninth consecutive 
month of growth since ad jobs hit a pandemic period low of 
432,100 in January.
  The October increase in advertising employment came in 
above September’s gain of 1,200 ad jobs. BLS upwardly 
revised the September figure from the preliminary 1,000 jobs 
increase it reported a month ago.
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